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Abstract

Jordan'a boson representation and cut-off regularization
procedure for the one-dimensional two-fermion model is used to get
the equivalence with the two-dimensional Coulomb gaa and sine-Gordon
model. The scaling equations of the coupling constants to third-order
are obtained thereby, which slightly differ from those reported in the
literature. The scaling of the model onto the exactly soluble models
is discussed.

1. Introduction

The one-dimensional (ID) two-fermion model (TFM) h a B been pro-

posed by Luttinger / I / as a quantum field version of the Tomonaga

model / 2 / . It consists of two types of feimlona,"l" and

"2". In the absence of the interaction and at zero temperature the

Fermi sea is filled with 1-type fermions having the wavevectors in

the range (-00 ,+kp) and with 2-type fermlons with wavevectors In

the range (-kp,+ oO), kj, being the ffermi waveveetor.

The TFM with . the interaction part of the Hamiitonian a

bilinear form in the Fourier components of the particle-density

operator waa exactly solved by Mattis and Lieb / 3 / . It has teen

proved that the density operators satisfy boson-like commutation re-

lations and that the excitation spectrum of the model is completely

described by collective oscillations of the density, the particle-like

excitations being absent. Therefore, i t was concluded that the system
is not a normal Fermi liquid.

The TPM with backward and uraklapp scattering was firstly inves-
tigated using approximate treatments (field theoretical renormali-
sation group method). This work is presented in detail in / 4 / .

Important progress was made in the study of the MM when Luther
and Peschel. / 5 / and independently Mattis /6 / expressed
the fermionic field operators in terms of density operators (bosonic
operators). Using the ixisonized form of field operators, the TPM with
backscattering /7 / and umklapp scattering / 8 / were exactly solved for
particular vaiuea of the coupling constants and a gap in the excit-
ation spectrum waa found. It also 'becomes possible to obtain the con-
nections between TFM with backscattering and the two-dimensional
Coulomb gas (2DCG) /9.1O.12/, the x-y model / l l / and sine-Gordon (SG)
model /13/ . In this way, i t was possible to use the experience
gathered in these models * for the study of the TFM with backscattering
for values of the coupling oonstants where no exact solution exists.
Emery, Luther and Peschel /14/ and Efciery /15/ used the above-mentioned
connections (TPM •••• 2DCG, IY) and applied scaling considerations of
Anderson-Kosterlite-Thouless type /16,17,18/ to obtain scaling equa-
tions for the coupling constants of the TPM with backscattering and
umklapp scattering, respectively, ^e bosonization method vas also

used for calculating many quantities of interest, e.g. response

functions /5»15/, conductivity /19/, etc.

In spite of the great successes obtained by the bosonization

method there are.however.some difficulties inherent to the Luther -

- Peschel approach, discussed many times in the literature /4/ and

reviewed in the second Bection of this paper. It seems that the cut -

- off parameter ot appearing in the tosonized form of the fermion

field operators is a too "strong" one and this fact induces unphysical

dependence of the energy gap (^K1} in the TPM with backscattering

and umklapp scattering and unsatisfactory behaviour of the solutions

of the scaling equations for the coupling constants. On this point,

Emery, Luther and Peschel (/14/, p.1276) qonclude that "the cut-off

ot appears to play a crucial role". A new approach to this problem

was developed recently, /20,21,22/t generalizing a method proposed

long time ago by Jordan in his attempt of constructing a neutrinie

theory of light. The new Tjosonisation scheme is free of any inconsis-

tencies and leads to physical results whan one computes energy gaps,
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Green''• functions, response functions, etc.

It aeems that the new bosoniaation scheme will throw a new light

on the problen C the equivalence of the TJPM with other models and

of the scaling, equations of the coupling constants.

In the third section of this paper the (statistical) equivalence

with the 2DCG is revised and one obtains that the M with backward

scattering la equivalent with a 2DCG in an external field. The

Kotsterlitz - Thouless equations are obtained in two cases of interest:

a)the small coupling constants region and, b)the neighbourhood of

Lutner - Emery exact solution.

In the fourth section the equivalence TPM - SG is reobtained and

the scaling equations for the SG model, recently obtained by Amit,

Goldachmidt and Grinstein /23/ are transposed in the language of TFM.

A critical discussion on the differences between our equations and

those previously stained ..by Emery, Luther and Peschel /14,15/ Is

given,

2, Boaonlzatipn of the fermionic fields operators

It ia well-known that important progress was made in the theory

of ID TFM after the introduction of the boson representation of

fermion fields by Luther and Peschel /5/ and independently by MattIs

Although the boson representation of the fermion field Operators

proved to be extremely useful in the study of the TFM there are

nevertheless some difficulties in dealing with it. These difficulties

are related to the cut-off parameter U introduced by Luther and

Peschel In order to avoid the appearance of infinite quantities when

one wants to put the boson representation of the fermionic fields

into the normal order, and they will be shortly sketched here. For a

more detailed discussion see /20/.

The one-particle Green function G(x,t) - as well as response

functions - for the ID system may be Indeed easily calculated using

boson representation, but when the expression of GCx,t) is compared

with that obtained by direct diagram summation /25,26,27/ one can

see that the bandwidth out-off and the momentum transfer cut-off

appearing In the latter are both replaced by Luther - Pesehel

parameter oi'L . So, although the parameter ex of LuUxer and

Peschel may not be satisfactorily interpreted either ay a bandwidth

or as a momentum transfer cut-off, it appears in the place of both

of them. This suggests that the cut-off parameter <x is a too

strong one, leaving no room for the dissociation between the band-

width and the momentum transfer cut-off.

Another important difficulty appears when computing the gap in

the excitation spectrum of the charge (spin) density degrees of

freedom for the system with umklapp (backscattering) interaction :

one finds an explosive, unphysical dependence of ex (gap ~ c< );

indeed, the limit «—»• o is tacitly and necessarily assumed all

the time.
The possibility of an effective introduction of a momentum

transfer cut-off r'.-1 was studied by Theumann /28,29/ who proved

*) A former boson representation waa given by Schotte and Schotte /24/

in their Investigation of the I-ray problem using Tomonaga bosons.

that i t is impossible to ensure the internal consistency of the
theory (correct antieommutation properties, finite constant coef-
ficients in the Mamiitonian, sum rules for the spectral density) with
any interplay of the two (bandwidth and momentum transfer) cut-off
parameters in the frame of Luther-Peschel tosonization scheme.

Recently Haldane /30/ improved on the previous boson represen-
tations including the zero-modes terms associated with particle
number operators in the bosonized form of fermion field operators.
Haldane'a boson representation is very similar with that obtained
in the field-theoretical literature /31/ , being derived long time ago
by Jordan in his attempt of constructing a neutrinic theory of light.
Unfortunately, a supplementary condition pointed out by Jordan for
the bosonised form of fermionic operators, "Jordan commutator",was
neglected by Haldane and, as a consequence, all the difficulties
connected with the cut-off do persist.

Jordan's ideas were recently adapted to the TPM and a
a "bosonization theory which is free of aforementicned inconsistencies was worked

out /2O,21,22/. We shall summarize here only the basic Ideas and

the main results.

Let us consider an ID many fermion system confined to a box of

length L, having the one-particle energy levels v? p, with v-p-Fermi

velocity, p = 2TC n/L - the wave vector (n - integer). The kinetic

Hamiltonian is

(2.1)
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with obvious notations. The ground state io> is filled with

p a r t i c l e s from — oo to k,,,, the Fermi momentum. Because the particle number
operator IL-cî Q,p naa an infinite eigenvalue when acting on io>s
Jordan used the "charge" operator

(2.2)

which counts the particles with p > 0 minus the holes with p < 0.
If we define F(x) to he the operator

(2.3)

where
U>o

, fdO-^VlO i U >o ; (2.4)

it is possible to put the particle-density operator in the form

In order to control the divergent sum in eq.(2.5), Jordan introduced
the out-off parameter « > o "by the definition

(2.6)

(2.7)

(2.8)

The other similar definition ie

With these definitions we have

L i

Eqs. (2.6) - (2.9) may be joined into a single expression

(2.10)

This is the Jordan's commutator, whose verification is a necessary
condition of a correct cut-off procedure. Its physical basis is the
necessity of renormalization of the (infinite) density of fermions

in the system.

In the TFM, the field operators are

( 2 ' n )

p

where j = 1,2 labels the type of fermion, p = 2icn/L is the wave
vector (n - integer) and s = ±1 is the spin index.
of the free system is given by

'fiThe Fermi sea i s ' f i l l e d with particles of type "1" from p = - OO to
p = + k p and with particles of type "2" from p = - k p to p = +
The charge operators are

(2.13a)

The Fourier components of the particle-density operators

obey the well-known boson-like commutation relations

(2.14a)

(2.14b)

f + k"), ?,s,C+k'^] -

(2.15a)

i U,W>o , (2.15b)

where the upper (lower) sign corresponds to J, j * •= 1 (2).
Let us introduce the unitary operators S. through the relation

= & & . fr l m £ u ^ - J £ \n f ĥ  (2.16)

It is easy to verify that

Combined with the Jordan's prescription for the introduction of the

- f. -



cut-off parameter «. generalized for the TFM /21,22/

( 2- 6 T )

where the upper (lower) sign corresponds to S - 1 (2), the boson

representation of the fermionic field operators

+ l ±i-
u j - •"• o J - ,-\ i * - , 1

(2.17)

offers the correct normally ordered bosoniaed form of any product of
two fermionic operators. Bone of the previous tosonization • procedures
gives this resul t .

The coefficients o>a froir. (2,17) should be chosen in such a
way as they verify the conditions

Their construction is given in /21,22/. It is easy to verify that

(2.17) satisfies the Jordan's commutation relation

(2.18)

where Fjgtx) are obtained from (2.3) by obvious generalization.

The bosonizea form of the kinetic .Hamiitonian (2.12) becomes

(2.19)

where the first term counts the zero-mode contributions of the
particle density.

If we consider a Mattia-Lieb canonical transformation

where J = 1(2) for j = 2(1),

and

(2.20)

(2.21)

(2.22)

r"1 > 0 being a momentum transfer cut-off, i t is possible to verify

that the fermionic anticommutation relations and Jordan's commutator

for the transformed quantities are preserved if oc — -o while r

is kept finite.
The o - dependent part of the interaction Familtonian of the

TFM is

It is useful to introduce the operators

The Hamiitonian H = H + H,, describing the Tomonaga-Luttinger model,

may be put in the form

.27)

Trying to simulate the backward scattering interaction in the system,

Luther and Query 111 proposed the following Hamiitonian to describe

the TFM

H

=-3 -

(2.28)

(2.29)

(2.30)

Using proper canonical transformations and the boson representation

in the same manner as Luther and Snery did, the charge and the spin

density degrees of freedom may be decoupled, and the spin-density

part of the Harciltonian may be put in the form

u_ = u_. + £L. + U'. . (2.31)
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where

With

and

loo

4

loo

(2.

( 2 .

( 2 .

( 2 .

(2.

32)

33)

34)

35)

36)

(2.37)

(2.38)

where

Xft.

(2.44)

(2.45)

(2.46)

Therefore, the gap ^ ^ appearing in the spectrum at p = 0

(i.e. p = kj, in the common Fermi gas model) is not longer proportional

with o<~ as in Luther-Emery solution, but with r which has a

finite value.

We can derive similar conslusions from the Study of the Utnklapp

scattering, where the ot - dependence of the gap is replaced again

by r - dependence,

A natural question connected to the new bosonization scheme is

the following: to which extent the reported connections between the

TPM and other models preserve themselves when the bosonisation method

is modified as shown above. The answer at this question will be given

in the 2 n d and 3 r d sections of this paper.

(2.39)

The additional ( — $ ) term in H ^ J (2.32) may be eliminated

only if we impose a supplementary condition

iut = •«.*• , (2.40)

(2.41)

(2.42)

that is

This done, (2.31) may be dlagonalized with the condition

(in /22/ it was discussed the situation with kp= 0, L = 1), that is

for special values of the coupling constants resulting from (2.39),

(2.41) and (2.42)

J*.it Jii' Jm J4i F •

The diagonalized form of the Hamiitonian is

(2.43)

3. The partition function at zero T

Using an approach similar to that introduced by Schotte /32/ for

the Kondo problem, Chui and Lee /12/ have shown that the spin-density

part of the TFM with backscattering is statistically equivalent with

a 2DCG with an anisotropic soft core cut-off x ) .

After replacing the exact anisotropic soft core logarithmic in -

teraction with a pure Coulombian logarithmic one and a hard core cut-

-off, Chui and Lee were able to transpose the results of Kosterlitz

for the 2DCG /18/ in the language of the TFM with backscattering and

have written out the scaling equations for the coupling constants in

the lowest order of perturbation expansion about the fixed point

glu= 6^= 0» Mie correspondence between the notations used here and

K) The method used by Chui and Lee /12/ and therefore the equivalence

they built up is restricted at the range of low temperatures ( p-*oo).

At the same time, but for any temperature, Everts and Sohultz /9/ have

used the same method to prove the equivalence of the spin-density part

of the TFM with backecattering with a subtler system which, with

some simplifications /10/, becomes a plasma on a cylinder.

- 9 - .,. J CL.^



in /7,12,14,15/ is the following g l u * - * U | , g11"-— U^ , g2 -*•• — V,

Bnery, Luther and Peschel /14.15/ have used the same method as
Chui and Lee tc rove the equivalence of the spin-density part of the
TFM with backw d scattering and umklapp scattering with the same
model of 2DCG. The expression they obtained for the grand canonical
part i t ion function is identical with that of Ghui and Lee. This is
due to the fact that the umklapp scattering term gives a contribution
only in the charge-density part of the Hamiitonian of the model.

For convenience we write out here the expression of the contri-
bution Z^ to the part i t ion function given by Chui and Lee /12/ and
by iinery, Luther and Peschel /14,15/

C3.1)

Chui and Lee /12/ , an<J Emery, Luther and Peschel /lit ,15/ achieved their

results on the ground of an extensive use of the boson representation
for the fermion fields introduced by Luther and Peachel / 5 / and
Mattis / 6 / . We Shall similarly derive Ẑ  using tKe Jordan hosonization
scheme.

We shall s tar t from the spin-density Hamiitonian . (2.31). The
parti t ion function is /33/

(3.2)

where X denotes the chronological ordering, ^ -Jut , &~l
a L T ; Hijc*

is given by

Hn'c«> = e °"t H ^ . e ""* > ( 3 . 3 )

where 1 '̂ 1B given by (2.34) and £„. = H ( r l + H ^ with if . given
by (2 ,32) . Denoting

s e ) ( 3 . 4 ' )

where %, (x^) is given by (2.34), the perturbation expansion for
2- takes the form

(3.5)

To evaluate the trace in (3.5) we shall use the method due to Schotte,
/32/ . For low temperatures ( p>-*°o) we have Tn.j.-.J-*icl;<..-.>s where
ZOtt. is the part i t ion function at g-̂  = 0 and where <---->ff means
quantum mechanical average on the ground state of the system.
Therefore we have to calculate

M

Prom (3 .4 ' ) and (2.34) we find

(3.6)

(3.4")

Introducing the first from these relations in (3.6), Si^ becomes a

sum of averages in which every term contains a product of n factors

h (j) and n factors h*(j). Let us evaluate one of the terms from

this sum, for instance

With (2.35), (3.7) takes the form of a product of two averages

(3.8)

because the ground state of the system ia a tensor product ^ ^ x

where >~ , j = 1,2 denotes the ground state for the fermiona of

type j . Here, as follows from (2.35), (3.4") and H,,. =• K^ + H r i we

have

V ) S e S ^ P ^ e V j -, j-Liji-LJ.,-.,*-. ' (3.9)

With (2.32) a m (2.37), (3.9) and the appropriate commutation

relations, taking kF= 0 we find

A closer inspection on the structure of (3.8) and of the result

(3.10) shows that each of the teime involved in (3.6) gives the same

- 11 -
- 12 -



contribution (3.10). We can write then the expansion (3.5) in the

final form

(3.11)

Comparing now (3.11) with (3.1) we notice the appearance of a

supplementary factor e*|>{-HTti)-FL ELC-Os^,} which can formally be

interpreted aa due to the presence of an external electrical field.

finery, Luther and Peschel /14,15/ have imposed the condition
gU~ (* : U 1~ S s > w h e r e 6s"[<:a'+3«>/C*-'^,)]1A» E m = els/(TC.Vj,) in order to

give a physical sense to (3.1), that is to circumvent the appearance

of infinities in (3.1) In the limit K - * O . They used this condition

and some physical requirements also, to obtain the scaling equations

for coupling constants in the next-to-leading order of perturbation

expansion about the fixed point g-^ = g^ , = 0. Instead of <x in

(3.11) appears the finite momentum transfer cut-off r, hence we can

safely perform the limit « —^ a but with a net price: we cannot use

the same method as Bnery, luther and Peschel to find the scaling

equations for the coupling constants. We can use instead the equiva-

lence with the 2DCG to write out Kosterlitis-Thouless equations in

the language of our model just as Ghui and Lee /12/ have done. To

obtain the scaling equations in the next-to-leading order we shall

appeal to a different approach in the fourth section of this paper.

Kosterlitz /18/ started from the partition function

(3.12)

where we have used his own notations. If one denotes

the scaling equations Kosterlitz has found and the restrictive

conditions imposed on them take the form

O 4 N « 1 = - 2. < ̂

For small values of x they become

(3.11) takes the form of (3.12) if we denote

With (3.13) and (3.16) we find

*

(3.15)

(3.16)

(3.17)

a)Let us consider the case of small g, coupling constants with
symmetric g2 and quasi-symmetric g. interactions

06 - J« l , l*l<fel . (3.18)

With (3.17), (3-18) and the other necessary relations taken from §2,

we find

(3.19)

Prom (3.15), (3.18) and (3.19) we find the scaling equations for our

model and the restrictive conditions on the range of their validity

(3.20)

-"V3U J1J. « o

where we have denoted q - a /cto-_) . We must notice here that
g^() ~ S4j_ doesn't scale with r as follows from the last of
eqs. (3.20).
b)With g2 | | = gg the conditions (2.43) become

JHli J1X F Jm f

Let us now consider the case of the neighbourhood of Luther-finery
exact solution

(3.21)

- 13 - - Ik -



Proceeding just as in the case (a) we find with (3.14)

(3.22)

Prom (3.22) we see that about Luther-Baery exact solution the

behaviour of the aiatem ia somewhat different with respect to that

about the point gli( = g-^ •= 0. First of all we notice that ^ - g ^

scales with r in this region; secondly, that the leading term in

the equation for E-yj_ is now of first order.

In the end of this section we remark on a main point: the equiva-

lence of TFM with 2DCG and hence all the conclusions based on it

stand up only for g,, ̂  0 as may be seen from (3.12), (3.13) and

(3.17)., To obtain scaling equations for the region 6TL<. ° also, one

must appeal to another approach.

4. Third order scaling equations

In this section we shall obtain the third order scaling equations
for the coupling constants, using the equivalence between TFM and
aine-Gordon theory and the 3 order flow equations recently obtained
by Amit, Goldschmidt and Grinstein /23/ for this la t te r system.

The exponential form of the tosonized operators h ff , (2.35),
(2.3?) as well as the presence of the sum h T + h"jj- in H ,̂ strongly
suggest a natural connection between TFM and SG theory. This con-
nection was considered previously by Heidenreich et a l . /13 / .
Minnhagen, Rosengren and Grinstein /34/ used the equivalence TFM - SG
theory and Coleman's results on SG theory /35/ for the study of the
screening properties of a classical 2DCG /36/. In fact, Minnhagen,
Rosengren and Grinstein /34/ did not obtain the standard SG theory,
but a nonlocal (normal ordered) version of i t ; one of the parameters
characterising .the SG theory is the Luther-Peschel cut-off parameter

«. . If ex -+• O , Minnhagen et a l . would obtain the orthodox SG model,
but this- ie not allowed when one works within the Luther-Peschel
•bosonlzation scheme. As we shall immediately see, this difficulty
(generating serious computational complications) is avoided if one
uses Jordan bosonization • scheme in the TFM.

In order to obtain the connection between TFM with fermionic

field operators bosonised as indicated in §2, with SG theory, let us

notice that the operators c^ , C^, appearing in (2.17) will play

no role in the calculation /21.22/. It ia useful to express the

unitary operators S ^ in the form

with IS- Hermitian. It is easy to verify that

Then, using (4.2) and the commutation properties of

(2.30) "becomes

(4.1)

operators

where A and -TL r̂ are defined by (2.36) and (2.37)_, respectively.
Let us consider the unitary transformation

<̂r - * e

Due to the fact that

, seR (4.4)

C 4 * 5 >

the only non-trivial transformation in (4.4) is the following

Therefore, a canonical transformation having the form

(4.7)

ensures an arbitrary phase of n,r .

More than this, considering a canonical transformation of the

form

in which the only non-trivial part ie

J.^ i.

(4.8)

(4.9)

- 16 -



we may conclude that the coefficient of B î- may be chosen

arbitrarily. Using the cut-off prescriptions discussed in §2, we find

^ k ^ (4.10)

it is easy to obtain up to an additive (infinite) constant equal with

and (4.3) becomes

t M . o - ^ e . e " ' • • " • • • ' " ^ (£11)

where we used the arbitrariness of the coefficient of (B1T. + B40_ ),
allowed by (4.6) and (4.9). Writing that

where the prime in the sum specifies the absence of the k = 0 term,
one obtains ,

I *
We can define the SG field

rt V
So,

.(4.13)

by the Hermitian operator

(4.14)

(4.15)

where, using (2.36) and (4.10), we have

Because <y —*• o with r = finite where no divergences appear, and

<x is kept finite only when we must control the infinities, the

upper expression will be replaced by

(4.16)

(4.17)

(4.18)

The expression (4.15) becomes then

Defining

.L.
the following expression

L

4 (4.19)

y
In the same time we can write (without omiting any additive

constant) the expression

1. :

The expression (4.20) has the same form with

if

and

With these values for u. and fc

.(4.21)

(4.22)

(4.23)

(4.24)

(4.25)

So, using (4.17), (4.20) and (4.25) we have the complete equivalence
between H r and SO Jfamiltonian

Similarly, we can obtain, using (4.21)

(4.26-)

in the place of eq.(2.14) of /34/. For our model Hinnhagen's function

f(x) appearing In eq.(2.14) of his paper becomes (for large L) the

$ - function. So, one obtains the standard SG theory as announoed

before.

now, for writing y out the 3 order scaling equations for the

coupling constants of the TPM, we have to establish the connection

between our notations and those used by Amit et al. /23/. One finds

Bnlt " ^ ' (4.27)

- 17..- - 18 -



Using the definitions of

we have

and ex r and Amit's quantities ex, , £

Then, the flow equations (eqs.(8.1) from /23/) for a

with (4.28) the form

•>u

(4.28)

take

(4.29)

In the lowest order eqs.(4.29) acquire the Koaterlitz-Thoulesa fora
/18/ in full agreement with previous results obtained fay Chui and.
Lee /12/. The third order contributions do not coincide with thoBe
proposed by Snery, Luther and Peschel /14,15/. As Emery pointed out
explicitely /15/ they obtained the third order contributions by
imposing the coincidence of the equations for g- , and g, „ when
the model has only one spin-independent coupling constant (g-, . = g, =
= g^). This is an argument strong enough when one deals with the

fermion ( i . e . non-bosDnized ) version Of the Hamiitonian. In such a
case the contributions to the Hamiitonian due to g, , and g, ..

interactions have indeed the same mathematical structure: sum of

products of four fermion creation/annihilation operators, /4/.

However, the contribution due to g, .. in the bosonizea version

of the Hamiitonian ia a sum of products of two boson operators while

that due to g. . ia an integral over a product of four exponential

functions having boson operators in the expression of their exponents.

It seems to us that such different mathematical structures induce

different scaling equations for g-.. and g,. y respectively. That

is, even if in some point za we have a C B 0 ) - 3 C5<i) the invariant

expression (4-30) (see below) does not conserve this equality and

thus we have no trajectory a ( 0 = <\ (s> .

So, the argument used by Emery as a symmetry condition for

obtaining the scaling equations seems to fail in the case of the

bqsonlzed Hamiitonian. This may suggests that the two versions of

the model (the fermionic one and the bosonized. one) might not be

equivalent.

It is easy to obtain the invariant combination

£. =cu „ (4.30)

'j. Conclusions

Jordan's boson representation tuid regularination procedure (point-splitting

regularization) /20,21/ have "been usi'd for obtaining trie equivalence of the 1D-TFM

(with liackscattering interaction) with the 2D-Coulomb gas and sine-Gordon models.

The zero-mode factor in Jordan's boson representation is responsible for an additional,

constant electric field occurring in the corresponding 2D-Coulomb gas model, with no

important consequences. The point-splitting ree'jl arization procedure has, yet,

significant consequences. The partition function of the equivalent 2D-Coulomb gas

model is no longer proportional to the cut-off a •'1^,15/ but, instead, i t is

proportional to the momentum transfer cut-off r . Consequently, one cannot make

use any more of the Emery, Luther and Peschel /1U,15/ scaling approach to the

behaviour of the 1D-TFM outside the exactly-soluble mo3el conditions for the

coupling constants. Instead of th is , the equivalence of the 1D-TFM vith the

sine-Gordon model has been derived and the scaling approach for the lat ter /23/

has been used. The 3 order scaling equations for the coupling constants g .,

and g i have laeen obtained thereby. The symmetry argument used by Emery /15/

for the coincidence of the scaling equations in the case g .. - g, . is no longer

necessary and, in fact, this coincidence holds no longer. The main result reported

in the present paper is connected exactly with this point: there is no symmetrical

flow trajectory for the coupling constants g , . , . (e ) , E = In r . Even if the two

coupling constants coincide for a given value t of the flow parameter the

equality holds no longer with varying e . This result points out towards a

non-equivalence of the g, .• - and g-ii- contributions to the Hamiitonian of the

1D-TFM. Indeed, the mathematical structure of the two aforementioned terms of the

Hamiitonian is ^uite different: g ,.- contribution is a sum of products of tvo "boson

operators while Kji- contibution is an integral over a product of four exponential

functions with boson operators in their exponents. This conclusion does not support

the alleged equivalence of the one-dimensional Fermi gas model ana i t s "bosonized

version" - 1D-TFM.

This expression may be used for the representation of the scale

trajectories (see the Figure).
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Figure caption

Flow trajectories of the two renormalized coupling constants g1(| and

i of the 1D-TFM with tackscattering interaction for various values of the

parameter a. For a < 0 and 0 < i^, < 2/3 the model scales towards the

Tomonaga -Luttinger model ( g j ^ - O ) . For a > 0 and g l H < 2/3 the trajectories

flow to a stronger coupling regime.
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